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ABSTRACT The integration of satellite and terrestrial networks has become inevitable in the next gener-
ations of communications networks due to emerging needs of ubiquitous connectivity of remote locations.
New and existing services and critical infrastructures in remote locations in sea, on land and in space will be
seamlessly connected through a diverse set of terrestrial and non-terrestrial communication technologies.
However, the integration of terrestrial and non-terrestrial systems will open up both systems to unique
security challenges that can arise due to the migration of security challenges from one to another. Similarly,
security challenges can also arise due to the incompatibility of distinct systems or incoherence of security
policies. The resulting security implications, thus, can be highly consequential due to the criticality of the
infrastructures such as space stations, autonomous ships, and airplanes, for instance. Therefore, in this article
we study existing security challenges in satellite-terrestrial communication systems and discuss potential
solutions for those challenges. Furthermore, we provide important research directions to encourage future
research on existing security gaps.
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I. INTRODUCTION15

Satellites have seen a great deal of innovation from many16

dimensions such as orbital locations, physical sizes, func-17

tional capabilities, and services. Moving from traditional18

Geostationary (GEO) satellites toward Low Earth Orbit19

(LEO) satellites brings considerable improvements, specif-20

ically in terms of higher throughput and lower latency and21

energy consumption [1]. Furthermore, comparatively less22

exposure to physical threats and natural disasters as well23

as cost-effective global coverage make satellites a favorable24

choice for remote connectivity. Therefore, the integration of25

satellites with terrestrial networks such as 5G have gained a26

lot of research momentum [2], [3].27

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Sedat Akleylek .

Future communications networks will utilize satellites for 28

enabling connectivity in areas and situations where terrestrial 29

networks have difficulty in continuous connectivity. Such 30

areas can be remote locations on ground, sea, and in space. 31

The situations constitute many dimensions, including normal 32

activities such as gathering of huge crowds and increased 33

mobility of user equipment, and non-normal activities includ- 34

ing human-caused accidents and natural disasters such as 35

earthquakes, wildfires, etc. Due to higher coverage, satellite 36

communications can be rapidly installed through enabling 37

programmable run-time deployment capability in satellite 38

communications. Therefore, the Third Generation Partner- 39

ship Project (3GPP) has initiated standardization efforts to 40

integrate Non-terrestrial Networks (NTN) to Terrestrial Net- 41

works (TN) such as 5G [4]. The term NTN includes satel- 42

lites, High Altitude Platforms (HAPs), and Unmanned Aerial 43
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Vehicles (UAVs). The focus in studies has been on the use of44

satellites and thus, we will also focus on satellite-terrestrial45

aspects in this paper.46

3GPP pointed out three main areas where the integration47

of NTN with TN is important [4]. These are as follows:48

• Improve the roll-out of 5G services in isolated and49

remote areas, on board aircrafts and vessels, and hlin50

sub-urban or rural areas to upgrade the performance of51

limited TNs in a cost-effective manner.52

• Reinforce the reliability of 5G services by providing53

service continuity for Machine-to-Machine (M2M) and54

Internet of Things (IoT) devices or passengers in mov-55

ing platforms such as ground-based vehicles, aircrafts,56

ships, and high-speed trains, etc.57

• Increase the scalability of 5G through providing multi-58

cast and broadcast resources for data delivery toward the59

network edge or end-user device.60

Satellite and 5G networks systems have experienced61

growth in adapting diverse technologies in each. For instance,62

satellites have begun to miniaturize in size and adopt the63

notion of programmability. 5G networks have also moved64

toward smaller cell sizes and adopted programmability from65

the core to Radio Access Networks (RANs). However, each66

of these attributes of satellites and 5G have their own security67

implications. For example, the small sizes of satellites make68

it challenging to deploy complex security techniques due to69

lack of resources on board. Similarly, programmability also70

opens doors for malicious applications. 5G also has similar71

challenges, with increased handover signaling potential cre-72

ating bottlenecks and openness to malicious applications.73

Along with their own challenges, integrating satellites with74

terrestrial communication systems can further increase the75

security challenges if proper attention is not paid to security76

weaknesses in each. The recent report of a cyber attack on77

the Viasat satellite (KA-SAT) network [5] in Ukraine reveals78

that security is already a major challenge in satellite com-79

munications. The cyber attack left modems inoperable in80

Ukraine and led to thousands of disruptions in organizations81

across Europe. The ground-based intrusion entered operator’s82

management system by exploiting a misconfiguration and83

then instructed a large number of residential satellite modems84

to drop from the network. The incident reveals that the overall85

integrated system will have a higher degree of vulnerability86

and higher security threat landscape if technologies with87

security weaknesses and loopholes are integrated together.88

Therefore, in this article we study the potential security chal-89

lenges in integrated TN-NTNs, and provide possible security90

solutions. We also highlight the existing research gaps that91

need immediate attention for further research.92

This article is organized as follows: Section II discusses93

the background with a brief overview of the integration of94

satellite and terrestrial networks, and highlights the related95

work and contributions of this article. Section III reviews the96

existing security challenges from the perspectives of commu-97

nications in satellite-to-satellite, satellite-to-ground stations,98

and satellite-to-User Equipment (UEs). Section IV discusses99

security solutions for the most prominent challenges from the 100

same perspectives as in the prior section. Section V provides 101

interesting future research directions, and the article is con- 102

cluded in Section VI. 103

II. BACKGROUND 104

A. INTEGRATION OF SATELLITE AND TERRESTRIAL 105

NETWORKS: A BRIEF OVERVIEW 106

Traditionally, satellite and terrestrial communication systems 107

have been studied and developed along separate, parallel 108

tracks. It is pretty obvious that satellite-terrestrial networks 109

have multiple benefits over the conventional cellular net- 110

works. Among many such advantages like higher perfor- 111

mance in time delay, increased mobility, and flexibility with 112

more supporting technologies, we can see the most signifi- 113

cant benefit as the elimination of geographical limitation to 114

achieve the network integration and coverage globally. As a 115

result satellite-terrestrial networks play an important role in 116

the envisioned 6G era. Satellite connections are mostly used 117

in places where terrestrial networks cannot provide connec- 118

tivity, and the Digital Video Broadcasting standard for satel- 119

lites (DVB-S2X) currently forms the basis for digital satellite 120

transmissions across the globe [6]. Terrestrial networks can 121

use DVB-based satellites, e.g., as backhaul connections but 122

there is no tight integration between the separate networks. 123

3GPP has been developing the NTN standard to enable 124

tighter integration between TN and NTN segments in order 125

to improve availability of the 5G connections [7], [8]. The 126

inclusion of satellites in 5G and 6G networks will increase 127

ubiquity and global coverage, and support mobility for any 128

platform regardless of location [3]. Satellites will also enable 129

resilient connections in challenging communication scenar- 130

ios such as emergency responses. There are two main ways 131

for integration. First, in direct access mode the end user 132

device is directly connected to the satellite similarly to the 133

terrestrial base station. This enables accessing satellite ser- 134

vices anywhere with the typical the mobile phone. Secondly, 135

there is indirect access possibility where the end user terminal 136

is connected to the terrestrial base station that is connected 137

to the 5G core network via a satellite. This is also called 138

backhauling. 139

Satellite-terrestrial communications represent a complex 140

eco-system, as shown in Fig. 1. The whole eco-system is 141

presented in three distinct types of satellites, such as GEO, 142

Medium Earth Orbit (MEO) and LEO interconnected to each 143

other and with terrestrial networks through ground stations or 144

capable UEs. ConsideringHAPs as intermediaries, connected 145

to satellites and terrestrial networks, eleven connectivity and 146

communication points have been highlighted. There can 147

surely be a higher number of connectivity options; however, 148

in this article we focus on these as presented on the left side 149

of Fig. 1. These connectivity models are described in Table 1. 150

Safety and security are essential parts to be taken care of 151

in order to provide services to future generations. In 5G the 152

integration of satellite and terrestrial components will still 153
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FIGURE 1. Generic architecture showing integrated terrestrial and non-terrestrial networks.

TABLE 1. Description of communication channels and links in the
eco-system.

be in the early phases, whereas in 6G the integration will154

be much higher. Figure 2 shows a functional diagram of the155

integrated network. It highlights central functional elements156

in 3GPPNTN.UE connects either through a satellite terminal157

or directly through the satellite or terrestrial network. Base158

stations, or gNBs, with rectangles of different colors in the159

figure, may locate either a) close to the user and use the160

satellite as a backhaul, b) in orbit, or c) behind the satellite161

access network and close to the core network and application162

services. Rounded green rectangles mark baseline security163

functions that are related to specific components or interfaces164

and that will be discussed more closely in the following165

sections.166

B. RELATED WORK AND OUR CONTRIBUTIONS167

A number of surveys have been published on the168

theme of satellite-terrestrial communications. Previous169

security-related surveys include work by Jiang et al. [9]. 170

Their magazine article discusses several high-level chal- 171

lenges in space information networks, including security 172

transmission control, secure key management, and secure 173

routing. We extend the discussion with a more comprehen- 174

sive listing of security challenges and a broader handling 175

of potential research areas. The security of 5G and satel- 176

lite converged communication networks was reviewed by 177

Yan and Teng [10] who presented a security architecture, 178

which emphasized four key protection technologies: identity 179

authentication, lightweight communications security, avail- 180

ability enhancements, and fine-grained resource sharing and 181

isolation. We present an alternative analysis with extended 182

threat analysis, while also covering hierarchical multi-layered 183

satellite infrastructure. Manulis et al. [11] surveyed security 184

challenges in new space, i.e., in new and proposed private 185

sector satellite constellations consisting of low-cost satellite 186

equipment. They covered security from the perspective of 187

ground, space, and user segments, as well as communications 188

and regulation. While their focus was wide, it did not cover 189

the 3GPP integration that is within our scope. Similarly, 190

Guo et al. [12] presented a survey on security of space, air, 191

ground, and sea integrated networks. The article elaborates 192

the architecture and then delves into the characteristics. 193

Security threats are discussed from the perspectives of phys- 194

ical threats, operational threats, network threats, and data 195

threats. The attacks are categorized into jamming attacks, 196

eavesdropping attacks, Denial of Service (DoS) attacks, and 197

spoofing attacks. The countermeasures are discussed under 198
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FIGURE 2. Functional architecture for integrated network, which illustrates baseline security
requirements (green rounded rectangles) and alternatives for base station (gNB) placement.

anti-jamming attacks, secure routing, secure handover199

schemes, secure key management, and intrusion detection200

systems. While our survey overlaps partly with their article,201

we present an alternative communication domain-based cat-202

egorization, apply alternative approach for solution analysis,203

and focus on 3GPP NTN.204

Standardization efforts are essential to improve security205

of satellite-terrestrial communications. Standardization par-206

ties have specified baseline security requirements, architec-207

ture, and protocols both for mobile communication networks208

by 3GPP [13] and for space communications by Consul-209

tative Committee for Space Data Systems (CCSDS) [14],210

[15], [16]. However, it remains an open question as to what211

security solutions the forthcoming releases of integrated212

3GPP NTN networks will adopt. We will contribute to these213

standardization and implementation efforts by surveying214

and analyzing security requirements and options for future215

NTN networks.216

A generic satellite network survey by Kodheli et al. [1]217

addresses satellite communications in the new space era,218

consisting of satellite and terrestrial networks. Their focus219

is on architectures, use-cases, opportunities, and challenges220

in space-based communications, but they also discuss some221

security interests such as physical layer security. Simi-222

larly, Liu et al. [17] also discuss some security aspects in223

their generic survey on space-air-ground integrated networks.224

We provide more detailed treatment and categorization of225

challenges and solutions, and thus enable more detailed and226

comprehensive analysis of the security requirements.227

5G use cases, technologies, and standardization activities228

are covered in [2] and [8]. Recently, the inclusion of large229

LEO constellations and visions toward three-dimensional 6G230

systems have been studied [3], [18], [19] and sustainabil-231

ity aspects of the satellite-terrestrial systems emphasized.232

A survey of non-terrestrial networks and its integration into233

future 6G networks with challenges and opportunities is pre-234

sented in [20]. There are also other survey articles that dis-235

cuss the satellite-terrestrial integrated networks on a general236

level, such as [12] and [21]. We acknowledge developments237

presented in these papers and provide a complementary secu- 238

rity analysis. The main contributions of our article include: 239

• A study of the security landscape of the integrated satel- 240

lite and terrestrial networks. 241

• An outline ofthe main security challenges in the 242

integrated environment from three perspectives, i.e., 243

i) satellite-to-satellite communications, ii) satellite-to- 244

ground stations communications, and iii) satellite-to- 245

ground UE communications. 246

• A discussion of the potential solutions for the identified 247

security challenges. 248

• Bringing forth the existing research gaps in terms of 249

remaining security challenges and interesting foresight 250

on new technologies that can be very useful in providing 251

efficient security. 252

In the following section, we begin the discussion with the 253

most important security challenges. 254

III. SECURITY CHALLENGES 255

Future networks will be hybrid in nature, consisting of ground 256

stations and users integrated with satellite components acting 257

as relay nodes or even providing direct connectivity to users 258

on the ground or HAPS, resulting in an integrated space- 259

ground connected global environment [22]. The security chal- 260

lenges in the integrated environment are highly complicated 261

due to the complex nature of independent technologies being 262

combined. Furthermore, traditional security approaches do 263

not suffice for the challenges arising due to the nature of satel- 264

lite communications, such as higher latency and higher bit 265

error rates. For example, the integration of Internet Protocol 266

Security (IPsec) [23] has been as evaluated in [24] to have 267

interoperability issues with Transmission Control Protocol 268

(TCP). Moreover, the TCP performance degrades severely in 269

satellite communications due to its congestion control algo- 270

rithm, which is not suitable for such channel impairments. 271

Therefore, security challenges can also arise due to issues 272

other than direct cyber attacks. 273

The most suitable way to draw important conclusions is to 274

first dive deep into the security challenges of each technology, 275
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and then shed light on possible solutions to those challenges.276

The security challenges and potential solutions for the impor-277

tant reference points, shown also in Fig. 1, can be categorized278

into:279

• Satellite-to-Satellite Communications: Communica-280

tions between all types of satellites, such as within281

GEO, MEO, and LEO, as well as inter-orbital commu-282

nications such as between GEO and MEO, GEO and283

LEO, and MEO and LEO. Communication reference284

points: (7, 8, 9).285

• Satellite-to-Ground Stations: Communications between286

satellites and ground stations such as base stations287

of cellular networks and other gateways that connect288

satellites to user-equipment. Communication reference289

points: (1, 3, 5).290

• Satellite-to-Users: Communication between satellites291

and directly user devices on the ground, including urban292

and rural areas, as well as sea high-altitude platforms.293

Communication reference points: (2, 4, 6).294

Each of these have different security implications, chal-295

lenges and solutions. The communications, however, occur296

in a broadcast manner, which can cover a big geographic area297

on earth, and thus exposes communication secrecy if proper298

measures are not in place. Therefore, we must first properly299

identify the security challenges and then discuss the potential300

security solutions. Below, we discuss the security challenges301

in each of these.302

A. SATELLITE-TO-SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS303

A survey of key security technologies of space information304

networks is presented in [25]. The article introduces different305

types of satellites such as GEO,MEO, and LEO, and then dis-306

cusses a generic space information network architecture. The307

most important security requirements outlined in [25] are data308

confidentiality and integrity, key management, and authen-309

tication and access control. There are a number of security310

challenges in ensuring security of satellite-to-satellite com-311

munications. For example, satellites have limited resources312

in terms of storage, computation, and energy which are313

usually dedicated to specific functions such as monitoring314

and reporting various activities on earth. Therefore, security315

approaches that require greater resources, such as strong316

encryption techniques, are not applied.Moreover, satellite-to-317

satellite communications happen in a broadcast fashion that318

require strong encryption. Thus, confidentiality and integrity319

of communications can be compromised.320

The difference in altitude and mobility among satellites321

in the three layers, i.e., GEO, MEO, and LEO, make some of322

the encryption techniques more challenging, mainly due to323

complexity in key distribution. First, asymmetric key cryp-324

tographic protocols require a universally trusted third party325

to issue, maintain, revoke, and manage certificates. However,326

due to the mobility of satellites, a lot of challenges exist in327

such systems, including higher latency and routing load in328

route discovery [26]. Performance Enhancing Proxies (PEPs)329

are introduced in satellite systems to overcome the limitations330

in the operating environment for TCP/IP. However, there are 331

still challenges in the coordination of the TCP/IP security 332

technique, IPsec, and PEP regarding extracting information 333

from packet headers without compromising confidentiality of 334

information and payload therein. 335

A survey of secure routing protocols for satellite networks 336

is presented in [26]. The article elaborates security threats 337

to satellite networks based on the routing process. Once a 338

routing protocol is attacked and compromised, communica- 339

tion can be interrupted and disclosure can occur. Routing 340

attacks can be generally be categorized into internal and 341

external attacks. In an internal attack, satellite nodes can be 342

captured and programmed, whereas, in an external attack the 343

attacker does not have authorization to access the network. 344

The attacks can target route discovery, data delivery, and route 345

maintenance. The article [26] elaborates that routing attacks 346

can cause unnecessary routing discovery requests, add invalid 347

routes, increase packet loss, change network topology, and 348

exhaust network resources, for instance. 349

B. SATELLITE-TO-GROUND STATIONS COMMUNICATIONS 350

Satellite-to-Ground stations communications, both in the 351

downlink and uplink direction, will be the main part of the 352

integrated system enabling satellite-terrestrial communica- 353

tions. The aim of NTN is to integrate these technologies into 354

5G to increase and boost connectivity. However, proper inves- 355

tigation frommany aspects such as compatibility and security 356

must be carried out. For instance, many of the technologies 357

used in terrestrial networks, such as 5G, will have adverse 358

effects due to higher latency and higher error rates [2]. Sim- 359

ilarly, the security of 5G will have direct implications on 360

the end-to-end security of integrated systems. Therefore, the 361

security challenges in this context must be brought forth. 362

5G networks can be exposed to a number of security 363

challenges due to the introduction of programmability and 364

openness in the 5G infrastructures, as well as the integra- 365

tion of technologies such as IoT having their own secu- 366

rity weaknesses exposing the network to even greater threat 367

landscape [27]. For example, 5G uses the concepts of 368

software-defined networking to enable programmability at 369

run-time. These technologies, i.e., Software Defined Net- 370

working (SDN) and Network Function Virtualisation (NFV), 371

are now proposed for satellite networks and have many bene- 372

fits therein [28]. However, such programmable architectures 373

can expose the network to an injection of malicious soft- 374

ware, and provide privileges to applications that can bypass 375

important security controls [29]. Similarly, the opennes in 376

RAN components such as proposed by ORAN, leveraging 377

on SDN and NFV to enable programmability, exposes RAN 378

to the security threat that prevail in open source software, 379

as discussed in [30]. Furthermore, satellites are also moving 380

in the direction of programmability, i.e, leveraging software- 381

defined payloads. Enabling satellites to be patched with 382

software-defined payloads may open up further vulnerabil- 383

ities due to immaturity of on-orbit reprogramming technolo- 384

gies. Since satellites and ground components are integrated 385
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products with hardware and software components from dif-386

ferent manufacturers, such openness may also open the whole387

system up to security vulnerabilities. The main reason for388

such vulnerabilities stems from different and usually incon-389

gruent security practices and policies. Therefore, the satellite390

to ground communications segment of the whole system is391

highly complicated.392

The ground stations mainly act as a gateway between satel-393

lites and users. Therefore, they also handle the compatibility394

issues before bridging the users to satellites. The ground395

stations, however, can be coupled with more computing and396

storage capabilities with the emergence of edge computing397

or multi-access edge computing. The same is not yet demon-398

strated for the onboard satellite gNBs. Therefore, efficient399

security techniques that require higher computing resources,400

for instance recent intrusion detection techniques and encryp-401

tion schemes with larger key sizes, are still not viable for402

satellite gNBs due to limited onboard processing, storage,403

and energy resources. Therefore, there will be issues in both404

network layer (routing) security and link layer (interference)405

security, as discussed in [21].406

There are also threats of direct security attacks such as407

jamming attacks, DoS attacks, spoofing attacks, etc. Jamming408

attacks introduce interference in communication channels409

to cause unavailability of communication channels between410

legitimate users [31]. In satellite-TNs, the challenge of jam-411

ming attacks is higher due to the higher coverage area412

of satellites and thus higher exposure to jamming attacks.413

Details about different types of jamming attacks and counter-414

measures are discussed in [31].415

Furthermore, the non-compatibility of 5G security416

approaches must also be studied. There are amendments to417

existing wireless (5G) systems to make it interoperable with418

satellite systems, such as TCP PEP agents and extension [32].419

However, as the TCP performance degrades [9], the necessary420

security techniques used therein also suffer. For example,421

satellite internet performance measurements are carried out422

in [33]. The authors reveal that using Virtual Private Net-423

works (VPNs) and Transport Layer Security (TLS) further424

deteriorate the performance. Furthermore, TCP connections425

over VPN tunnels cannot benefit from PEPs.426

Ground stations and connected systems are vulnerable to427

insider threats and intrusions from advanced adversaries who428

are able to circumvent the first lines of defences. Researchers429

have demonstrated attacks on maritime systems via Sat-430

Com vulnerabilities, allowing them to take control of ves-431

sels’ steering, potentially causing collisions or running them432

aground [34]. The main weakness was the use of default or433

weak administrator passwords in the SatCom terminals. For434

example, Inmarsat and Cobham SatCom terminals can be435

found through a search on Shodan, a search engine for the436

Internet of Everything, and present an easy target for hackers.437

Satellite infrastructures are thus monitored to ensure that the438

security is functioning as expected. The Telemetry, Track-439

ing and Control (TT&C) stations, controlled by the satellite440

operators, perform the control of satellites that include the441

monitoring of satellite subsystems, perform tests, and update 442

configurations. The ground stations are controlled by the 443

terrestrial network operators with traditional network control 444

and monitoring systems. 445

Security monitoring should cover cyber attacks in the net- 446

work and application layers, but also physical interference in 447

the electromagnetic spectrum and kinetic threats from other 448

space objects against onboard components. Cybersecurity- 449

specific monitoring-related challenges include regulatory 450

compliance issues, e.g., privacy or lawful-interception, as the 451

satellite services are not bound to borders; scalability as the 452

size of data from integrated infrastructure is large; as well 453

as distributed global infrastructure, which may cause, e.g., 454

delays to analysis and log timestamp synchronization issues. 455

Central challenges for monitoring also include heterogeneous 456

data sources and a lack of tools that can collect and analyze 457

satellite-specific metrics. Satellite infrastructure consists of 458

specialized devices producing log data in their own formats. 459

Satellite systems differ considerably from terrestrial systems, 460

e.g., considering delay and jitter. Thus, a monitoring system 461

designed for known terrestrial patterns of normal or adversar- 462

ial behaviors does not function well in the space domain. 463

C. SATELLITE-TO-USER EQUIPMENT COMMUNICATIONS 464

Satellite-to-user equipment security has many dimensions 465

and dependability challenges. The user equipment can be 466

very diverse and, therefore, have very diverse security 467

requirements. For instance, HAPs, UAVs, and terminals in 468

the sea will have different requirements than those of normal 469

smartphones. Furthermore, there are many use cases for the 470

integration of IoT to satellite networks, or using satellite links 471

as backhaul to connect distant IoT devices to the mainstream 472

network infrastructures such as 5G. Moreover, security chal- 473

lenges can arise from the physical attributes of user equip- 474

ment such as low computing resources for cryptographic 475

protocols. Similarly, security challenges can also arise from 476

high mobility of user equipment. 477

Security challenges can arise due to frequent handovers 478

between a highly mobile ground user and satellites [17]. For 479

example, a hand-off scenario is discussed in [9] in which 480

an airplane changes connection from an LEO to a GEO. 481

The authors point out that the signaling messages carrying 482

information about a previous point of attachment, an LEO in 483

this case, can be eavesdropped, falsified, or fabricated. Fur- 484

thermore, due to greater delays in vertical handovers between 485

satellites in different layers, additional security approaches 486

such as authentication and encryption make achieving higher 487

security difficult and complicated, leaving room for security 488

breaches. Another important challenge related to mobility of 489

users connected to satellite networks is the authentication 490

of the user, with acceptable delays, during roaming. It has 491

been studied in [35] that most of the existing techniques do 492

not suffice for satellite communications. The main reason 493

for such challenges is higher latency and the exposed nature 494

of the links. Usually satellite links are preferred for HAPs, 495

which can operate anywhere and have quite high mobility. 496
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However, mobility increases the need for secure authentica-497

tion during handovers.498

Air traffic communication systems make the most promi-499

nent use-case for satellite-to-UE communications. Wireless500

technologies in most of air traffic communication systems501

are insecure from a general perspective, as discussed in a502

study on security of next-generation air traffic communica-503

tion networks [36]. The author outlines that since most of the504

technologies were developed without proper consideration to505

security, most of the aviation communication is insecure. The506

broadcast nature of communications makes it fairly easy to507

eavesdrop on communications. A variety of security attacks508

that can be used in aviation communication have been dis-509

cussed in [36], ranging from jamming to message insertion510

and deletion, to mounting attacks on information and con-511

trol systems. Researchers revealed that on-board Wi-Fi for512

passengers can enable access to airplane SatCom equipment513

on the same network [37]. It could provide SatCom access514

without any authentication, using the default password or515

weakness in the software. In some cases, SatCom terminals516

have even became a part of IoT botnet such as Gafgyt or517

Mirai. Security of the Controller-Pilot Data Link Communi-518

cations (CPDLC) is investigated in [38] and [39]. The authors519

claim that most of the communication happens in plain text,520

leaving room for confidentiality and integrity threats, besides521

other security challenges in communication between pilots522

and Aviation Traffic Control (ATC) systems and persons.523

Interested readers are referred to [36] for detailed information524

on these topics.525

The Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) has rec-526

ommended an authentication header protocol, Encapsulat-527

ing Security Payload (ESP) [40] of IPsec, and Internet528

Key Exchange (IKE) [41] for secure message transmission.529

However, IKE relies on public key authentication or pre-530

shared keys, making it difficult to deploy IPsec due to higher531

latency and overhead costs. Furthermore, high bit error rate532

and long link delays make it difficult to deploy most encryp-533

tion techniques. Moreover, the costs of encryption over-534

heads lead to a trade-off between security and encryption535

costs, resulting in a security compromise [9]. Other than536

TCP, the Transport Layer Security and Secure Socket Layer537

(TLS/SSL) also have challenges arising due to server-client538

handshake and respective delays in keying mechanisms. The539

newest version TLS 1.3 [42] optimizes security handshake by540

reducing message exchange between client and server from541

four-way to two-way, and thus minimizes the session setup542

delay. Identity-based cryptography addresses also challenges543

related to high computational costs, which are problematic in544

satellite systems.545

Another important challenge is related to keymanagement,546

which has been on the forefront of communication secu-547

rity of satellite networks [9], [43]. All cryptography-based548

security technologies involve key management. Therefore,549

key management is important in every layer that requires550

encryption or security protocols. In satellite-to-user commu-551

nications, key management becomes highly challenging due552

to themotion of satellites and extremelywide geographic area 553

of coverage, making it highly complicated to build a powerful 554

key management center. 555

IoT has made a huge leap in recent years where its inte- 556

gration to 5G has played the main role [44] and is researched 557

for satellite connectivity [45]. However, major IoT devices 558

studied recently [46] reveal that little attention has been paid 559

to security except IIoT systems. Satellite connectivity enables 560

the integration of vulnerable IoT devices dispersed over a 561

highly distributed geographic area [47]. Such connectivity 562

provides an opportunity for intruders to exploit the inherent 563

weaknesses to mount Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) 564

attacks. Since most IoT devices have low computing and 565

storage resources, deploying efficient security technologies 566

is also difficult. Therefore, the integration of IoT into the 567

satellite ecosystem poses a serious security challenge and 568

must be further investigated in this regard. 569

Furthermore, critical infrastructures need satellite connec- 570

tivity as the sole connectivity medium, such as autonomous 571

and remote-controlled ships, specifically in far seas, as dis- 572

cussed in [48] and [49]. Cyber security risk assessment of 573

modern ships is studied in [50], in which the authors provide 574

several examples of security attacks such as compromising 575

entire communication and Global Positioning System (GPS) 576

systems. 577

In addition to the security challenges, privacy consid- 578

erations with satellite-terrestrial networks are not widely 579

discussed in the current state-of-the-art of 5G network- 580

ing technologies. For instance, when base station traffic is 581

offloaded with a proper integration of LEO and terrestrial 582

networks, it can facilitate broadband transmission from satel- 583

lites. Here it is important to maintain the confidentiality of 584

that traffic for assuring the privacy of the users when the 585

network traffic is offloaded to the terrestrial network. Fur- 586

thermore, nowadays people are more concerned about their 587

privacy more than ever. When there is a possibility that the 588

collection and offload data may create privacy violations or 589

privacy leakage, users can become the victims of malicious 590

attacks. Once users are more concerned about such attacks, 591

they may not continue to perform the sensing tasks that are 592

engaged with crowd sensing activities. 593

Satellite-terrestrial crowd sensing is a relatively novel con- 594

cept that allows real-time data aggregation to ensure world- 595

wide user participation from all regions of the globe to cover 596

a more sophisticated sensing task [51]. Although it covers a 597

wide range of users, this may also endanger user privacy by 598

revealing sensitive information related to the user locations. 599

Since data is collected through the satellites, the precision is 600

also in a higher range where the threat level may increase due 601

to the rising cost of privacy leakage incidents. 602

To summarize, the security challenges in satellite- 603

terrestrial communications are of a complex nature due to the 604

nature of the eco-system. These challenges are also presented 605

in a concise form in Table 2. The first column in Table 2 606

represents the types of security threats, such as DoS, routing, 607

and hijacking attacks. The second column provides a brief 608
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description, mainly representing the achievable target. The609

communication links that can be compromised are presented610

next, with numbers 1-11 for brevity, which are described in611

Table 1. The communication links are also represented with612

these numbers in Figure 1. For example, satellite-to-satellite613

(Sat-Sat) links are represented with links numbered, 7, 8,614

and 9; satellite-to-Ground stations (Sat-Ground) links are615

represented with links numbered 1, 2, and 3; and satellite-to-616

UE (Sat-UE) links are represented with links numbered 2, 4,617

and 6. Links between terrestrial UEs and base stations are rep-618

resented with link numbered 10, and links between terrestrial619

networks and clouds is represented with link numbered 11.620

The main challenge wthathich needs immediate research621

attention is that traditional security approaches used in terres-622

trial networks are adopted, which do not suffice for satellite623

communications. However, most of the security challenges624

that exist in terrestrial networks, such as DoS and jam-625

ming attacks, also exist in satellite-based communications.626

Despite the similarity in challenges, similar solutions cannot627

be applied due to the latency and high mobility involved.628

Key management for cryptographic protocols is the most629

daunting task in this eco-system. Furthermore, the ground-630

based stations can be used as launchpads for security attacks631

against connected systems (5G base stations, gateways) and632

end-user devices (IoT). Conversely, due to the difficulty in633

applying latest security techniques (e.g., cryptographic pro-634

tocols), security of the end-user devices is also at stake.635

IV. POTENTIAL SECURITY SOLUTIONS636

The security solutions for satellite communications are grad-637

ually increasing and gaining traction in terms of real-time638

deployment due constant news of exposures. The security639

solutions in this domain have also mostly followed the tra-640

ditional approach of security incident-triggered solutions or641

patch-and-fix approach. In this section, we discuss the secu-642

rity solutions following the same approach of topics as the643

previous section.644

A. SATELLITE-TO-SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS645

Satellite-to-satellite communications are comparatively646

secured due to their distant location and thus the complexity647

involved in mounting security attacks. For example, jamming648

attacks will require a jamming device producing higher649

interference in the same orbit and moving at the same speed.650

Similarly, DoS attacks are not simple and therefore there is a651

limited number of such attacks on satellite networks, mainly652

delimiting the non-state actors who do not have sophisticated653

devices to mount such attacks. Furthermore, the challenges654

that can be common in other communications, such as eaves-655

dropping are also extremely difficult in satellite-to-satellite656

communications. In LEO satellites, simple solutions, such as657

using satellite diversity, can be helpful to mitigate the risks of658

jamming attacks, as discussed in [52].659

The challenges of confidentiality and data integrity can660

be addressed through lightweight encryption technologies661

that do not complicate the process with the distribution662

of keys. To mitigate the challenges related to key distribu- 663

tion, a solution can be asymmetric keys and identity-based 664

cryptography [53] that uses the user’s identity as a public 665

key. Such systems do not require public key certificates 666

and, thus, simplify key management, and increase the over- 667

all performance [54]. Furthermore, Quantum Key Distribu- 668

tion (QKD) [55] has proved to be an efficient method for 669

securely sharing keys. However, it has the challenges of fiber- 670

attenuation and limits of longer distances [56], as discussed in 671

earlier sections. Therefore, new techniques that use satellite 672

relays to securely share keys over a long distance have been 673

evaluated in several works, such as [57]. Moreover, physi- 674

cal layer techniques such as Direct Sequence Spread Spec- 675

trum [58] techniques can also improve security, as evaluated 676

in [59] if the deployment of encryption technologies is not 677

possible. 678

Edge computing for satellite networks to extend the capa- 679

bilities (processing and storage) of satellite nodes has been 680

proposed in [60]. Edge in the satellite can provide the nec- 681

essary computing capability to perform and maintain some 682

security procedures, such as encryption techniques. In partic- 683

ular, such enhancement will provide a remedy regarding the 684

challenges associated with maintaining and managing keys 685

required for cryptographic algorithms. Furthermore, local 686

processing of information will also help to avoid error-prone 687

and vulnerable long distance communication channels for 688

processing of sensitive data. However, existing edge plat- 689

forms and solutions are suited for ground stations. Very lim- 690

ited research is conducted on real-time evaluations of edge in 691

satellite-to-satellite communications. 692

B. SATELLITE-TO-GROUND STATIONS COMMUNICATIONS 693

One of the most pertinent uses of satellite-to-ground stations 694

is the use of satellite-based backhaul, which increases the 695

use of this segment of the network. Therefore, its security 696

is extremely important. Fortunately, the ground stations can 697

be equipped with enough resources to perform security pro- 698

cedures, such as strong access control, authentication and 699

authorization techniques. The security of the satellite-to- 700

ground station communications can be broadly divided into 701

i) security of the segment from ground-based attacks and vul- 702

nerabilities, and ii) improving the security of communication 703

procedures and protocols used within the segment. 704

For securing satellite communications from the threats 705

originating from ground segments, through connectivity with 706

5G, strong authentication and access control procedures must 707

be in place. The vulnerabilities in 5G networks must be 708

addressed before its integration into satellite networks. For 709

example, solutions for the security challenges in SDN are 710

discussed in [29], including access control, least privilege- 711

based application access, and setting hierarchy of control 712

platforms, etc., to mitigate the security vulnerabilities asso- 713

ciated with SDNs. Similarly, for virtual networks and NFV, 714

the security controls are discussed in [61]. There are many 715

survey articles on the security of 5G, which discuss various 716

security solutions to different challenges, from the physical to 717
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TABLE 2. Different security attacks on various points of the eco-system from none ( ) to low (−), medium (+), and high (X).

the application layer [27], [62]. The main lesson is that strong718

security procedures and controls must be in place before719

the network is connected to satellite networks. Furthermore,720

the services and third party applications, which may require721

access to satellite networks, must also be given -the least722

privileges [63] when using satellite networks. For example,723

programmable function deployment for improving QoS must724

not be allowed and only specific authorized entities should be725

allowed to deploy programmable functions.726

The security of the satellite segment can be based on727

the discussion in the previous sub-section, i.e., satellite-to-728

satellite communications. However, several additional pro-729

cedures can be followed to secure the connectivity between730

the satellite and the ground station. For example, physical731

layer techniques such as beam-forming can be used to provide732

security against coordinated and uncoordinated eavesdrop-733

ping, as evaluated in [64]. Furthermore, physical layer secu-734

rity has been adopted in different ways to provide security735

for satellite communications [65]. In addition, anti-jamming736

strategies, such as jamming signal filtering [66] and antenna737

array design [67], [68] for wireless networks discussed in [69]738

can be adopted for satellite communications, mainly to pro-739

tect the ground stations or user terminals against jamming740

attacks.741

To meet the challenges arising due to lack of resources742

in satellites, secure computation offloading, as proposed743

and evaluated in [70], presents an interesting solution.744

The authors demonstrate the use of reinforcement learning745

[71], [72] techniques to dynamically alter the computation746

offloading policies for different scenarios based on chang-747

ing security threats. The main lesson is that the security748

techniques should be adopted according to the levels of749

threats. For example, techniques that require higher process-750

ing and more battery capacity should only be used when the751

threat mitigation requires it. Otherwise, lightweight security752

procedures should be used. Moreover, secure computation753

offloading should be used in cases of heavy computation.754

Blockchain-based techniques have also been evaluated [73]755

to improve security through distributed computing using756

ground-based cellular networks. Hence, blockchain technolo- 757

gies can also be used to further improve communication 758

security between satellites and ground stations. 759

Processes and tools have been defined to collect and ana- 760

lyze indicators of potential security threats, and to mitigate 761

these threats with appropriate actions. Cybersecurity Opera- 762

tions Centers (CSOC) [74] combinemonitoring and decision- 763

making technologies, human administrators, and processes 764

to achieve an accurate cyber situational awareness and to 765

actively respond to detected threats. CSOC functions identi- 766

fied essential for space domain include [75] proactive detec- 767

tion to identify threats, space threat intelligence, collaborative 768

information sharing between organizations within space and 769

terrestrial domains, forensic analysis, and training. The chal- 770

lenges for applying CSOC solutions in the space include lack 771

of tools that are tailored and capable to analyze space and 772

satellite specific protocols and equipment as well as attacks. 773

Ground stations connected to satellites but exposed to 774

DoS attacks due to the nature of the network are studied 775

in [76]. The authors propose a deep learning-based scheme, 776

i.e., Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM) [77], to detect DoS 777

attacks on the network control points in the ground segments. 778

The results yield high accuracy in DoS attack detection. 779

A spatial anti-jamming scheme for the internet of satellites 780

based on the deep reinforcement learning and Stackelberg 781

game is discussed in [78]. However, there are limitations 782

when machine learning approaches are applied for security in 783

satellite-ground stations. These include the higher costs asso- 784

ciated with data acquisition from satellites, and data freshness 785

due to higher delays. Higher altitudes and speed of satellites 786

exacerbate such challenges. 787

C. SATELLITE-USER EQUIPMENT COMMUNICATIONS 788

The satellite to user equipment communication security is 789

highly crucial, mainly due to the chances of most secu- 790

rity threats and exposure of the communication links and 791

user equipment, specifically IoT, to security attacks. The 792

challenge of vulnerable IoT systems that are globally dis- 793

tributed and connected through satellite systems can be 794
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addressed through global solutions such as strengthening795

security standardization, and strict legislation on following796

the standards. Similarly, collaborative forensic knowledge797

and multi-jurisdictional cyber-security policies coupled with798

international (or multi-national) law enforcement collabora-799

tion efforts will be necessary [79].800

Authentication security for roaming users has been pro-801

posed in [35], where a group signature technique has been802

used. The proposed mechanism, the Anonymous and Fast803

Roaming Authentication (AnFRA) protocol, provides suffi-804

cient anonymity to roaming users and avoids the real time805

involvement of a home network control center during the806

authentication process. Avoiding the home network control807

center in real-time helps minimize the utilization of satellite808

resources, which are usually very limited and dedicated for809

specific functions. Furthermore, the proposed technique sup-810

ports user revocation, has fewer communication overheads,811

and provides sufficient privacy to users.812

To cope with uncertainty, higher link latency and frequent813

failures, the authors in [43] propose and evaluate a group814

key management scheme, which uses a multi-decryption815

keys protocol, designed as a container, to involve shared816

decryption keys. The technique tolerates failure in keying or817

re-keying with lower costs and is suitable for higher delays.818

There are also other techniques such as hierarchical key man-819

agement [22], and lightweight key agreement and authen-820

tication schemes [80], and the research is gaining further821

momentum. There has also been a great leap in using novel822

key distribution techniques such as quantum key distribu-823

tion [81] for satellite to ground communications, as discussed824

in [82]. Double layer, i.e., MEO- and GEO-based quantum825

key distribution, has been proposed in [83] to overcome826

the limitations in each (MEO and GEO) and combine the827

strengths of both for efficient key distribution. The proposed828

technique takes benefit of the large coverage area of GEO829

satellites in situations where latency is not critical and takes830

benefit of MEO in latency critical-situations.831

Solution to Aviation challenges: Potential solutions for832

securing CPDLC include Elliptic Curve Cryptography833

(ECC) [84], [85] to protect aircraft communications address-834

ing and reporting systems. Similarly, the Host Identity835

Protocol (HIP) [86], [87] can improve the security of836

user-plane communications, helping improve confidential-837

ity and integrity. Furthermore, Identity-Defined Networking838

(IDN) [88] provides interesting solutions for the entirety839

of air-traffic communication systems. Where encryption is840

challenging, for instance due to lack of resources such com-841

puting or key management systems, other techniques such as842

radio frequency fingerprinting should be used, as discussed843

in [89], to provide some level of defense against intrusion.844

Furthermore, hardware and software fingerprinting can fur-845

ther improve the security levels.846

Physical layer security techniques that exploit the physical847

characteristics of communication signals have been emerging848

as promising solutions [17]. In the case of jamming attacks,849

the uncoordinated frequency hopping-based spread spectrum850

technique proposed in [90] provide an interesting opportunity 851

to counter jamming attacks. The proposed technique enables 852

two nodes to execute a protocol for key establishment in the 853

presence of an active jammer, and thus securely transmits 854

messages of varying lengths without relying on a shared 855

secret key. 856

The use of TCP/IP in its original form for satellite commu- 857

nications does not seem suitable due to its apparent limita- 858

tions in error and latency prone networks. However, various 859

solutions have been proposed to integrate IPsec and PEPs 860

to enable secure TCP/IP-based end-to-end satellite commu- 861

nications, as discussed in [24]. The authors enable coopera- 862

tive procedure at the network level between IPsec and PEPs 863

devices through premature acknowledgements with end users 864

to avoid the slow start problem of the congestion control 865

algorithm of the TCP/IP. Adaptive key distribution has been 866

proposed [91] as a means of addressing re-keying failures, 867

which are caused by bad signal conditions, e.g., due to bad 868

weather. The timing and frequency of IPsec re-keying mes- 869

sages can be adjusted proactively based, e.g., on weather 870

forecasts. 871

To ensure availability of capacity-limited satellite chan- 872

nels, it is essential that the network is able to control access 873

over satellite resources as well as quality of service that is 874

given for different users and applications. 3GPP has spec- 875

ified various mechanisms for ensuring quality as well as 876

for controlling user priorities within network congestion sit- 877

uations. The 5G specifications introduced network slicing 878

as a management concept to customize service levels for 879

different types of users. In the context of integrated networks 880

[92], [93], [94], network slicing provides a concept that can 881

be used to control which users are given access to satellite- 882

network specific resources, i.e., to slice networks to users 883

with and without connectivity through space. Furthermore, 884

network slicing can also be used to separate services of crit- 885

ical infrastructures, such as modern autonomous ships, from 886

non-critical services in order to ensure security of critical 887

infrastructures. However, network slicing requires effective 888

authentication and authorization approaches. Moreover, fur- 889

ther work is required for customization of security services 890

and resources for integrated network slices. User data in the 891

case of weak or lost links can also be secured using the 892

latest developments in blockchain technologies. For example, 893

authors in [95] evaluated that blockchain in a multi-hierarchy 894

of satellite nodes can provide enough security to user data. 895

Privacy of user data also needs to be ensured, even if 896

the end-user nodes lack resources for end-to-end security. 897

In the current state-of-the-art satellite-terrestrial networks, 898

privacy-related solutions are not widely discussed. Some 899

works are proposed to address privacy issues that may arise 900

with satellite-terrestrial crowdsensing. In [51], the authors 901

introduce a satellite-terrestrial architecture with differential 902

privacy for protecting user privacy in real-time data aggre- 903

gation. The information related to user locations is quantified 904

with differential privacy and the data aggregation is processed 905

with satellite-terrestrial networks for data aggregation with 906
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TABLE 3. Summary of security solutions for attacks on various points of the eco-system.

auction-based incentive mechanisms. This is further used907

to process the communication between the buyers and sell-908

ers of data with preserved privacy. In [108], a blockchain-909

based distributed privacy preserving mechanism is proposed910

to handle incentives for the Internet-of-Vehicles (IoVs) in911

the satellite-terrestrial crowdsensing. The work in [109] pro-912

poses an efficient and secure handover authentication proto-913

col for satellite-terrestrial network access which includes the914

satellite-UE communication. Their combined use of elliptic915

curve cryptographic primitives and blind factors will ensure916

the user traceability and anonymity in a privacy-preserved917

and trusted manner.918

In summary, groundbreaking work is happening to secure919

satellite-based communications. Albeit all the efforts, there920

are several limitations. Except for a few use cases in the921

aviation and military industries, the approach of security-by-922

design has not been adopted. However, due to the increasing923

criticality of the ecosystem, novel security approaches have924

been investigated, with some devised and being deployed.925

Since most security challenges are traditional ones that exist926

in terrestrial networks, the solutions have also been borrowed927

from terrestrial networks or have been adapted to satellite928

networks. The solutions for challenges mentioned in Table 2929

are also presented with a brief description and relevant refer-930

ences in Table 3. Since solutions still require more research,931

important research directions are discussed in Section V.932

V. FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS933

Interesting research activities are taking place in securing934

the satellite-terrestrial communications landscape. New tech-935

nologies and technological concepts that are researched for936

wireless communications are also finding space and impor-937

tance in satellite-terrestrial communications. For example,938

Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning (ML) have939

gained a lot of research momentum in communications net-940

works with its benefits from the physical to the application941

layer [110], and have recently gained attention in satellite942

communications [111].Machine learning techniques can help943

satellite communications in many aspects, such as interfer-944

ence mitigation, optimization of radio resources, SatCom945

operations, management of large constellations, and enabling946

the co-existence of TN and NTNs. Dynamic spectrum947

management mechanisms can help the network to cope with 948

jamming and enable interference-free coexistence, even in 949

very dynamic environments [112]. However, AI and specif- 950

ically ML have recently drawn research attention in terms 951

of its security [113] and complexity in diverse systems and 952

platforms [114]. Therefore, more research is needed in inves- 953

tigating the use of the concepts, tools, and technologies of 954

machine learning in satellite-terrestrial communications. 955

Wireless networks are also benefiting from programmable 956

network architectures and infrastructures. Hence, the con- 957

cepts can also be put forward to the programmable control 958

of space stations as well as their ground-based counterparts. 959

However, programmability comes with its own costs of secu- 960

rity and interoperability. Remote attestation could be one 961

approach to verify the integrity of reprogrammed software- 962

defined payloads. Attestation of IoT devices has been 963

proposed through satellite networks [115] and recent stan- 964

dardization efforts for device attestation [116], [117] are 965

also enabling attestation for resource-restricted devices, such 966

as satellites. However, research on security of software- 967

defined payloads, software-defined satellites, and software- 968

defined security for such systems must be researched further 969

to avoid costly mishaps and damages to extremely critical 970

infrastructures. 971

Key distribution is an important research challenge in 972

satellite and terrestrial networks. For example, asymmetric 973

cryptography requires a universally trusted third party to issue 974

certificates. The distribution of keys over large geographical 975

areas creates distinct challenges. In the case of quantum key 976

distribution, a signal transmitted over long distance (over 977

1000 km) optical fiber suffers high losses and depolarization, 978

making it ineffective [118]. Satellite-based quantum key dis- 979

tribution, as discussed in [83], presents an interesting solution 980

not only for satellite networks but also terrestrial networks. 981

However, more research is needed in this direction since the 982

current schemes have several limitations, such as the need 983

for a comparatively higher number of optical links even in 984

satellite communications. 985

Satellites contain more and more third-party software and 986

hardware components. As computational capabilities of satel- 987

lites have increased, open operating systems, particularly 988

Linux [119], are being adopted. Further, Field Programmable 989
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TABLE 4. Existing security challenges summarized according the ITU-T security dimensions.

Gate Array (FPGA) approaches [120] make also hardware990

updatable in the orbit. Consequently, vulnerabilities originat-991

ing from Linux, third-party components, or on orbit updates992

must be addressed. One challenge is that software updates993

to very critical satellite platforms take time as unverified994

software cannot be uploaded as they may make satellite com-995

pletely unusable [121]. Consequently, adversaries are given996

additional time between the publication of security vulnera-997

bility and patching of it. The principle of least privilege [122]998

for third party applications, and role and attribute-based999

access control [123] must be researched for programmable1000

satellites.1001

The existing security landscape pointing to security1002

dimensions that require more research work is also pre-1003

sented in a visual form in Table 4. Security dimensions1004

are represented according to the security recommendations1005

provided by the International Telecommunication Union-1006

Telecommunications (ITU-T) [124]. Notations such as H,1007

M, and L are used to signify dimension where the existing1008

security challenges are High (H), Medium (M), and Low (L),1009

respectively, for different communication channels, links, or1010

interfaces in the ecosystem. The main purpose is to attract1011

more research to points where more security challenges still1012

exist.1013

VI. CONCLUSION1014

The integration of satellite-based communications to terres-1015

trial networks is constantly growing with new opportunities1016

for both space-based systems, their terrestrial counterparts,1017

and users. Critical infrastructures ranging from sea, air, and1018

ground are benefiting from increased coverage offered by1019

the converged communications infrastructures. However, the1020

security concerns are also growing alongside increasing ben-1021

efits. This article provides insights into the security concerns1022

and possible mitigation techniques. The security challenges1023

and solutions are broadly categorized into i) satellite-1024

to-satellite communications, ii) satellite-to-ground station1025

communications, and iii) satellite-to-UE communications to1026

facilitate understanding of the complex security landscape.1027

The main challenges pertaining to all types of communica-1028

tions that need further research are caused by the mobility of1029

satellites that makes it difficult to deploy encryption technolo-1030

gies, higher latency due to comparatively higher distances,1031

and lack of higher computing resources required by efficient1032

and up-to-date security technologies. In 6G, satellite-based1033

communicationswill be inevitable. Therefore, this article also 1034

provides interesting research directions to instigate further 1035

research in this direction. 1036
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